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Synopsis

This is a story of several days of life of an aged man,
who comes to a small Ukrainian village called Stepne to
take care of his dying mother. Once he was wanted by the
society and his family and now he’s a tired and a mostly
disappointed person, living rather by inertia. A trip from
a city to his mother’s village is a long and a complicated
road for him.
Before her death, his mother tells him about a treasure buried inside the shed. This is not a real treasure but
rather a set of things revoking his memories and making
him feel all those dreams he had and all those things he
craved for but never achieved.
His mother’s death, a meeting with his brother and a
one-way love for a woman enable him to feel himself alive
once again. Nevertheless, somehow he still understands
that this is only an echo of a life he could have lived.
A film is set in amidst beautiful Ukrainian landscapes,
vanishing villages and emerging feeling of alienation between the people in a post-soviet society.
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Treatment

An aged man is bathing his tired and relaxed body in a
rusty tub, while showering himself with hot water from a bowl.
Then, he has his dinner and gathers his things for a forthcoming trip: first, some food, then, pills, balms and felt boots, having them all packed in two large bags. The walls of a miserable
apartment are covered with self-made frames and cuttings
from art magazines under the glass like “The Sistine Madonna” by Raphael, “Madonna Litta” by Leonardo da Vinci and the
third one by an unknown artist.
Anatoly is packing his things for a trip with the utmost
care; he’s putting a lot of clothes on. He takes his two heavy
bags and leaves for a yard. He’s walking to a bus along a deserted and dark street covered with snow. A bus is already
waiting there.
The bus driver has some iconic posters of orthodox saints
and a pink soft toy dangling on the windscreen.
A crowded metro car. There is a peddler advertising his
napkins and stain remover and a guy with a guitar behind him,
who is pressing forward and singing along the way. People’s
poverty and fatigue is in the air. There is a hand passing the
money and indifferent Anatoly is standing jammed among the
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people inside the car. The screen of a square monitor hanging
from the ceiling is showing some fashion and animal shows.
Anatoly gets into a parlor car of a train at a railway station. The train departs. People are sleeping on their shelves
with their clothes on, two men are drinking in silence and a
woman is carrying a child along the car. As soon as she sits
down to have some rest, a child starts crying again and again.
The young woman starts crying with fatigue herself.
Anatoly takes her child in his hands and dandles while
standing. The child calms down and the mother falls asleep beside.
There is a man wearing glasses with thick lenses who is
awake as well in front of Anatoly. They start whispering, while
the child is falling asleep in his hands. The man with glasses is
telling why he’s awake – he just snores too loud, so he’s waiting for the morning, in order not to disturb anyone else. He
tells that this curse has been tormenting him for his entire life.
They continue speaking until Anatoly is asleep together with
the child. The man with glasses is fighting against sleep.
The morning comes. The passengers are surprised and
amused to watch a sleeping person snoring like a roaring ani6

mal or a live tractor engine. The train stops and
people start leaving the cart. Anatoly wakes his
snoring neighbor up.
A crowded minibus, which was actually converted from a truck into a passenger vehicle, is
carrying its passengers along a battered and a
dangerous road covered with snow. The further
they drive, the more snow on the road. The driver is driving slowly, while people are also watching the road.
In the very end, when everybody but Anatoly already left the car, the driver says he can’t
get through, as the road is all drifted with snow.
All the passengers along with Anatoly are
pushing the minibus that got stuck in the snow.
After having pushed it to the plain road, they sit
back inside. The minibus gets stuck again after
driving for another ten meters. People are outside again and pushing it forward in an organized
manner. The minibus resumes its way.
In the very end, when everyone but Anatoly

has already left on their stops, the driver tells him that he can’t
drive further, as the road is all covered with snow and they
woouldn’t be able to push the minibus out of it, as there are
only two of them.
Anatoly is dragging his bags through the snow along a wide
road surrounded with bald poplars. A strong wind is blowing
hard. There is nobody around. The road vanishes far beyond
the horizon. One can only track it by some dark tree trunks.
There goes a bus stop with the title “Stepne”, which is
very hard to decipher.
This is a desolate and an abandoned land. Anatoly is still
dragging his bags through the snow and by some sparse farms.
It seems like people have already deserted this place. Sometimes he stops to get his breath. He can see his house from a
hill. Anatoly is climbing down the hill beside the trees and an
old well on the way, while sinking in the snow.
Anatoly opens a wooden gate and drags his bags into a
yard. He sits down a porch to get some rest. A black dog is
already tearing its leash with joy. The dog’s jumping on a dinging chain, while asking for some caressing from the newcomer. In front of Anatoly, there is a wide yard, a long brick shed

with separate rooms for the cattle and a utility
storehouse. A bit further, there is a piggery, a
hen house and a cellar covered with raspberry
bushes. It is followed by a big building used as
a grain depot. All the surroundings leave a feeling of a long forgotten productive household.
A woman appears from the house. She’s got a
plain and open face. Her name is Anna and she’s
Anatoly’s acquaintance who takes care of his
old sick mother while he’s away. She lives at the
other side of the village. Anna briefly tells Anatoly all the latest news and says that she needs
to hurry back home. He gives her some money,
thanks for the help and suggests her to take a
flashlight with, as the dusk is already coming.
Anna quickly gathers her things and skis away.
Soon it gets dark outside.
Anatoly takes his seat at his old mother’s
bed. The woman is asleep.
He fires a furnace to heat the house and
feeds the dog in the yard. He spends some time
standing at the porch in the night. Silence is all
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around.
Anatoly wakes up in the morning. He stays in his bed for
some time, while listening to the sounds around the house.
Then, he sits on the bed and notices that his mother is watching him in silence, as if she woke up a while ago. Anatoly greets
his mother, but she doesn’t respond.
He’s sitting on the chair beside his mother while feeding
her soup with a small spoon. Anatoly’s mother is asking him
about his wife and kids. Anatoly tries to remind his mother
that he’s been divorced for a long time and his kids are already
adults. His mother is asking him about his brother and when
he’s going to come. Anatoly answers that his brother is already
on his way.
The noon comes. The dog is running around the yard.
Anatoly cleans an ice-hole from snow, pierces the ice, scoops a
bucket of water and brings it inside the house.
The water is boiling on a stove. Anatoly is washing his
naked mother with a piece of cloth, while carefully turning her
from side to side. His mother suddenly asks him who he is.
Anatoly keeps washing her in silence.
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	A street in front of the house. Anatoly
is clearing up the road from snow. He notices a
person coming by. It is his neighbor, Ivan Ilyich
going to buy some food at the store near the bus
stop. The men greet each other and go to buy
some food together. Ilyich keeps reminiscing
Anatoly’s father along the way.
	A mobile store is a shop on the wheels
that comes here once a week. Five villagers
are leaning over the car trunk with some essential commodities presented on a blanket inside: bread, grain, canned food, sugar, tea and
matches. Both Anatoly and Ilyich buy five loaves
of bread. Anatoly asks Ilyich to come by in the
evening.
Anatoly plies the fire with some logs and
hears his mother calling his brother by the name.
He calms his mother down, telling her that his
brother will be here soon. Anatoly takes a cell
phone from the table and leaves the house.
While standing on the hill not far from the

house, Anatoly ties his cell phone to a long stick. He dials a
number on the phone and presses the call button to quickly
raise the stick up to the sky, wait for a couple of seconds and
lower the stick as quickly. All those things are done to catch the
mobile signal, which is rather weak at a place like this. Judging
by his agile moves, one can see that this is not the first time he
does this. After having reached his brother on the phone, he
asks when he’s going to come. Alexei answers that he’s already
on the way. Anatoly is almost shouting into the phone due to
a bad signal. After the talk, Anatoly unties the phone, puts it
into his pocket, plants the stick into the ground and goes for
the house.
Anatoly is sitting at the table in a cramped kitchen with
his glasses on and studying the labels stick on the home-made
canned vegetables and berries. He’s putting some of them under the table and pushing the others aside. He hears his mother
from the far room shouting that he should not throw anything
away without her. He agrees and continues with the sorting.
One can see Anna through the window approaching the house
with her sledges. She brings some clean laundry for Anatoly’s
mother. She asks Anatoly to help her with putting the laundry
at the attic to dry.

The whole attic is twined with clotheslines. Some bundles of dried grass and flowers
are hanging from the ceiling. There are stacks
of scientific magazines, newspapers and books
lying on the floor near a big old cabinet. There
are some old shoes and clothes dumped on an
old box. Anna and Anatoly are trying to spread
the crisping frozen laundry. Having hung some
bigger laundry, Anatoly sits on an upturned box
and watches Anna going on with the laundry. He
likes watching her doing this. One can feel that
he likes her as a woman. Anatoly takes an old
magazine from the late fifties called the “Life and
Science” (a well known Soviet magazine called
“Nauka I Zhizn”), and opens a page marked with
a bookmark. There are air balloons on the pictures and some drawings on their production.
He’s indulged in reading the article for a while,
then, he puts the magazine aside and watches
Anna again. Having the last towel hung, Anna
stays where she is, while standing with her back
to Anatoly. He gets up and makes a step towards
her. Then, he stops dead and they both are
standing motionless for a while. Then, he turns
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around and climbs down from the attic. Anna takes a bowl and
follows him.

brother of their mother’s death. He switches the
phone off and stands motionless for a while.

	Anatoly is still focused on sorting the cans. Anna starts
putting her clothes on, while telling him where she left the
medicines and how they can be used. Then, she bids his mother farewell. Anatoly leaves for the porch to see her home.

Anatoly looks into his dead mother’s face
very closely. He goes for the kitchen, sits on a
bench and stays there motionless for a while.
Then, he starts stashing the chess set into a box.

	Anatoly and Ilyich are playing chess at the kitchen late
in the evening. They both have their glasses on. There is a can
of home-made pickles, two glasses, a bottle of home-brew and
a loaf of bread they bought today on the table. Ilyich recalls a
story about Anatoly’s father, when he was hiding on a birch
from the White Guard for three days during the Civic War,
when they occupied the village. Anatoly’s mother suddenly appears at the threshold. Anatoly takes her back to bed. On their
way, she tells him a story about a treasure she hid in the shed.
It seems that she’s doing that not for the first time, as Anatoly
pays no attention to her words. He puts her to sleep and returns to the kitchen. They continue with their game. In a while,
Anatoly’s mother starts calling her husband by his name. Ilyich
bids farewell and leaves.

Alexei, Anatoly’s brother, is walking along
the road. He enters the house and lowers two
bags of about the same size as Anatoly had.
Then, he goes into the room. There are several
women inside, including Anna. She curtains the
mirror with a piece of black cloth. Everybody
greets Alexei. Anatoly is sitting in silence and
watching his brother.

The morning comes. There’s a cell phone dangling on a
stick under the sky. The stick goes down. Anatoly informs his
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Anatoly and his brother are carrying a coffin from Illyich’s house. Anatoly is walking in the
front and Alexei – in the back. Ilyich is following them. Alexei asks Anatoly how their mother
died. Anatoly is speaking to him in a dry and suppressed voice. One can feel tension between the
two due to an old conflict. The brothers continue
carrying the coffin in silence. Iliych tells that a

grave will be difficult to dig, as the ground is frozen deeply.
Anatoly is sitting on the porch of his house. Alexei appears
from the door with a half-done bottle of home-brew. Illyich
follows him while telling that the women will bathe the body
and then they should put it into the coffin. Alexei sits down
the porch beside his brother. He’s drinking from the bottle and
trying to blame Anatoly for his selfishness, excessive dreaminess and neglect for their mother without any true grounds.
There is a feeling that Alexei is trying to justify his own deeds
with the words like that. He empties the bottle and throws it
at the dog running around the yard. They spend some time in
silence. Ilyich tells that they should call for men from a nearby
town to dig the grave and carry the coffin. Alexei tells him that
he will go for the town to get his mother’s death certificate and
bring some men.
The funeral day. There are many people inside the house.
Women with black shawls on are listening to a priest managing
the rite and following his guidelines with utmost care. Anatoly
is watching Anna in her black shawl. Six men are taking the
coffin outside and the others start leaving the house as well.
The funeral cortege is moving towards the cemetery. It
is not too crowded, with only twelve-fifteen people. The two

brothers are following the coffin. There is only a
narrow path leading to the cemetery through the
snow. The men carrying the coffin start sinking
in snow and all the others are getting in a line.
The cortege starts moving very slowly.
The cemetery is on a hill grown with some
occasional trees here and there. There is a fresh
grave for the mother right beside her husband’s
grave. There’s a clumsy drawn portrait of the father on his tombstone, as well as the dates of his
birth and death: 1903-1982. The priest finishes
with his prayer; the men start lowering the coffin into the grave on the towels, while old women
start crying and lamenting in loud voices. Alexei
is crying together with them. Anatoly is watching an old lofty birch beside.
Everybody who visited the cemetery is
sitting at the table inside the house and commemorating the dead person. A small and a bit
deaf old man declares a memo speech about the
dead woman in a loud voice. He also recalls her
husband, Nikolai, Alexei’s and Anatoly’s father,
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who became a village teacher after the war. Maria, their dead
mother, was a strong and a wayward person. She brought up
two sons. Anatoly became an engineer and Alexei – a military
man, an officer at the state security service. Anatoly is examining big portraits of his young parents hanging on the wall.
Other old women also start recalling his parents. They’re telling that Anatoly is more like his father. He was a well-educated
man who played violin and was a dreamer, but he was never
able stab a pig or a rabbit. He took part in the war though.
Alexei was all like his mother, who was skilled with keeping her
household and believing in God. Another two guests enter the
house. Anna asks Anatoly to bring a bench for them from the
attic.
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makes him sit beside. He starts asking him about
their mother’s last days again. Anatoly answers
that their mother could not recognize him sometimes; she often took him for Alexei and raved
about something buried inside the shed. Alexei
gets up walks dizzily, then, suddenly hugs Anna
tightly and starts crying at her shoulder. Anna
takes him away and puts to sleep. Anatoly says
that he will see her home.

Anatoly climbs up the attic, sits on an old folding bed and
stays in the twilight for a while. One can hear some noise from
the downstairs: voices and platters clinking. Anatoly lies down
the folding bed and falls asleep.

Anatoly and Anna are walking along the
night road. At the corner, she tells him that she
will go alone from then on. He gives her a flashlight. Anna leaves and Anatoly stays standing
in the dark. She suddenly returns and tells him
that she knows her way well and he will need his
flashlight much more. Anna leaves once again.
Anatoly is still standing with the flashlight on.

Anatoly wakes up when it’s already dark outside. He climbs
down the ladder. The neighbors have already gone home. There
are only his brother and Anna in the house. Anna is taking care
of the plates and Alexei is sitting at the table. He’s dead-drunk.
Anatoly tries helping Anna, but Alexei pulls him by the arm and

Morning. Anatoly appears on the porch
with a bucket in his hand. He hears somebody
digging the ground. He gets to the shed and
looks inside. Alexei is digging the earthen floor
of the shed with a shovel. The earth is solid and

hard to dig. Alexei softens the soil with a pickaxe, then, takes
the shovel. Anatoly is watching his brother at work. Then, he
turns away and leaves. He’s going for a pond where he usually
takes water. Anatoly breaks the ice at a frozen ice-hole with
a crowbar, then, puts it away with a shovel. He scoops some
water and goes home. One can hear his brother’s working even
from inside the house. Anatoly puts the bucket at the kitchen
and climbs up the attic. He approaches the cabinet and opens
it. It contains various scientific manuals. These are his father’s
things. He takes a dusty skeleton of a bird on a stand, examines
it and puts it back to its place. He touches a dusty globe, then,
takes a beautiful drawing set box and opens it. It contains various calipers lying on the blue velvet pad. Anatoly admires the
ancient drawing instruments for a while, then, shuts the box
and puts it back. He takes a violin box from above the cabinet,
blows the dust away, then, puts it on the floor and opens. He
takes a broken violin out with its neck dangling on the strings.
He tries to attach it, but it’s useless. He puts the violin back to
the box. Then, he forces the cabinet aside and stretches the
hand behind it, trying to get something out. Finally, he takes a
scroll taped with a band. It seems to be his cache. He spreads
it out. This is a pack of drawings. The drawings are rather awkward but still beautiful in their own way. There is a drawing
with a naked girl in a haystack, while being naked again and

riding a horse on another one. There are some
other drawings there with the same naked girl.
It also contains some clumsy replicas of Stalin’s,
Lenin’s and a moustache-guy’s portraits. There
are also some drawings with planes, air balloons, and hydroplanes. Anatoly browses this
pack of drawings for a while, while focusing on
a pencil-drawn portrait. This is a portrait sketch
for his father’s tombstone. The digging sounds
stop. Anatoly tapes the scroll again, puts it back
to the cache and pushes the cabinet back to the
wall. He climbs down the attic to see his brother
sitting at the table. He comes by and sits down
beside. There’s an old gun on an oily rag lying on
the table and some cartridge packs beside. His
brother tells that he has not found any treasure
so far – just a gun. Their father once told he had
brought it back from the war. Alexei accidently
found it inside a wooden log: the hole was stuck
with piece of wood, so, he could hardly notice it
from the beginning. Alexei starts disassembling
the gun. Anatoly is standing beside and watching. Alexei says that their household would need
a keeper, as it could be plundered and taken
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down to bricks, as soon as they leave. Anatoly suggests selling
everything, while Alexei still disassembling the gun.
Ilyich and the brothers are riding on the sledge driven by a
horse to the nearby town. Anatoly is watching endless steppes
around covered with snow. Ilyich is telling that growing crops
is simply futile as you spend as much, as you earn in the end,
only if you’re lucky enough.
Anatoly and Alexei are sitting at the table at a tenant’s office. He informs them that he’s ready to take the land lot, but
he can only pay for it with food once a year. They have to come
and take the payment personally. The brothers agree.
On their way back, they drop by a ceremonial service office to order a tombstone for their mother. Anatoly says he
can do the signatures by himself. They buy a tombstone, then,
carry it back to the sledge and ride back home. The dusk is
coming. The brothers drag the tombstone into the shed. They
can hardly move through the dug soil and fresh holes to put
the tombstone on a wooden workbench. Anatoly tells Alexei
that he should cover the holes, but Alexei answers that he will
keep looking for the treasure.
Morning. Alexei is in the garden shooting at election post14

ers of the President of Ukraine candidates while
standing among old and lofty apple-trees. Anatoly is squatting to feed the dog and watches his
brother shooting. The dog trembles after each
shot but keeps eating. Anatoly gets up and goes
for the shed. He’s rooting about in a toolbox to
find a pair of rusty stone cutters. He takes them
and leaves the shed.
Anatoly is sitting at the table inside the
house. He’s drawing his mother’s portrait from
a photo hanging on the wall. Alexei enters the
house, comes by and looks over his brother’s
shoulder to see what he’s drawing. He says that
this is not the same as drawing some naked
chicks. He sits down beside and starts cleaning the gun. Anatoly takes the rusty stone cutters, asking his brother to clean them as well.
The brothers keep on doing their own business.
Alexei says that it’s right about time to call Ilyich’s son-in-law to have their house valued, as
he already mentioned that he would like to buy
the building and bring it down to bricks.

Anatoly is cutting an image in stone inside the shed. He’s
carefully knocking with his hammer on the cutter. Alexei is still
looking for treasure around. In a while, Alexei finishes with his
work and tells that he’s going to visit Ilyich and talk about the
house, while Anatoly should walk around the villagers to invite
them for the ninth-day requiem (an orthodox rite considering guests on the ninth day after the death of a person). He
will invite those neighbors living around Illyich’s house himself. Alexei leaves the shed and Anatoly is still working on the
tombstone.

husband. Anatoly invites Anna and her daughter
for the requiem, then, says goodbye and leaves.

Anatoly invites some people at the mobile store for the
requiem. He’s going through the village and by the empty
houses, while visiting those occasional farms with their hosts
still living there. Hence, he goes around the whole village, inviting everybody he manages to encounter. Anna’s house is
standing on the very edge of the village. He’s knocking on her
door. Her adult daughter, who recently came from the city,
opens it. She’s asking him to step inside. Anatoly tells that he’s
in a hurry, but then he still dares to enter. Anna’s daughter and
Anatoly are having tea. She’s telling him about her college and
says that she wants to leave the country, just like Anatoly’s
daughter. She suggests him to wait for Anna who is right about
to come. Anna went for a prison to carry a package for her

Next morning. Anatoly is standing among
the apple-trees and looking into the distance.
Alexei, together with Ilyich and his son-inlaw, is walking around the yard and examining
the house and the premises. Alexei is violently
bargaining with the son-in-law. The son-in-law
raises his voice as well. He’s telling that he’s
doing a favor by proposing real money for this
piece of junk. Alexei feels pity to sell the house
for a trifling amount like this. The son-in-law is
complaining that the slates on the roof are all
broken and they are worth nothing. He’s also
telling that dismantling activities will also cost

Anatoly comes back home. One can hear his
brother snoring inside. There is an empty vodka bottle on the table and some food leftovers.
Anatoly takes a boiled potato, salts it and starts
eating. He leaves the house with the potato in
his hand and enters the shed. He continues his
work on the tombstone under the bulb light.
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him more than buying a new house. There is nothing valuable
here but bricks and slag stones the shed is built of. The brother
keeps on bargaining and he gets mad that Anatoly takes no
part in this process. He starts shouting at Anatoly and provoking him in any way possible. Anatoly silently disappears inside
the shed. One can hear the sounds of stone being carved from
inside. Ilyich is trying to calm his son-in-law and Alexei down.
The son-in-law asks whether Alexei agrees to his conditions.
Alexei keeps silence. He’s getting mad, but he also understands
that he has no other way out. Ilyich keeps calming Alexei down,
while bargaining on some things he wants to take for himself.
Alexei enters the house and bangs the door behind his back
out of spite. Ilyich and his son-in-law leave the yard while discussing something on the way. Only the black dog stays inside
the yard.
A thaw sets in on the requiem day. The sun is shining
brightly. The snow starts melting. The roads are all sloppy.
Anatoly and Anna are standing on the porch and watching the
water dripping from the roof. Everything starts melting really fast. Anna is squinting at the sun and smiling. Anatoly is
casting occasional glances at her from time to time. They stop
at the porch and diligently clean their shoes from mud. Then,
they enter the house. Anna sweeps the porch with a broom.
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Anatoly and Anna follow the others into
the house. Anatoly sits down at the top of the
table beside his brother, while Anna is sitting
with her daughter. At the table, the guests are
recalling Maria, their father and other relatives.
Somebody asks the brothers what they are going
to do with the house. A granny reminds Anatoly
that he should carve a cross on the tombstone.
The guests are mostly elderly people. The brothers are sitting in silence and solemnity, while the
others are speaking to each other in loud voices.
The brothers are transporting the tombstone to the cemetery with the sledges. It’s
sleeting and there are puddles at places. Sometimes the sledges get stuck in the wet snow and
sometimes they have to be dragged through the
bare ground.
The brothers are cleaning their mother’s
grave from snow with shovels. They start installing the tombstone. Alexei tells they will have
to fix the grave with concrete in summer. The
tombstone has their mother’s portrait on in, as

well as the dates of birth and death, just like their father’s.
There is a little cross in the upper corner. Alexei is awkwardly
making the sign of the Cross on his chest. The brothers sit
down beside the grave. Alexei puts out a bottle of home-brew,
drinks from the bottleneck and proposes it to his brother. After a while in silence, Alexei starts contemplating whether he
should drop everything he has, marry Anna and stay here till
the end of his life. Anatoly doesn’t answer.
On their way back, Anatoly suddenly stops and starts going sideward. Alexei keeps looking at him with surprise and
calls for him several times. Then, he spits on the ground and
keeps dragging the sledges back home.
Anatoly is struggling his way ahead, sinking into the snow
from time to time. In a while, he staggers and falls into a ditch
face down. Some moments later, he turns over onto his back
and stays there looking into the sky above.
Alexei is inside the house. He takes an icon image from
the shelf and puts it on the table. His parents’ portraits are already lying on the table as well. He wraps them all up with wax
cloth and starts taping them with a rope. Anatoly is standing in
front of the cabinet at the attic. He opens the cabinet, takes a
drawing set box and stays there for a while, as if contemplat-

ing about something. Then, he turns around and
leaves.
Anatoly is helping his brother with packing
downstairs. Alexei tells he will come back sometime in the late spring to take all the rest before
the house is turned down to bricks. Anatoly asks
what to do with the dog. Alexei answers that it’s
already too old and nobody would need it anyway. Wolves would eat it alive, if they let it lose.
Anatoly is standing in front of the house.
There are bags on the porch that have been already packed for departure and the dog is whining from somewhere. One can hear a gunshot
and the dog becomes silent. The chain clinks and
Alexei calls for his brother’s help. The brothers
are dragging the dog to the shed and throw it
into the hole Alexei dug before. They take shovels and bury it. They leave the shed, shut and
lock everything. Then, they take their things and
leave.
The brothers are walking along the road,
approaching the mobile store. They say their
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goodbyes to the people standing there. Alexei says he will
come back in spring. They put their luggage alongside with the
food in the trunk and get into the car. The peddler shuts the
trunk, gets behind the wheel and the car drives away.
The city. The brothers are bidding farewell. Anatoly asks
to send his best regards to Alexei’s wife and daughters.
Anatoly gets on a minibus.
The minibus is on its way for a long time. The passengers
are coming in and out at bus stops. Anatoly is looking through
the window. He suddenly notices some large and bright air balloons decorated with advertisements between the tree stumps
in the park they’re passing by. The balloons are glimpsing behind the trees for a while. Then, they disappear. The minibus
keeps on driving.
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Intention
not e

As an author, I was always interested in the topic of disappearance, vanishing, departure and parting with something
really valuable. That refers to disappearance of the whole
system of social relations between the people, erasing a person’s or a state’s past due to the changes in a social structure,
the beauty of these elusive things that never come back, as if
dissolving all those reasons people lived for, looked forward
to and fought for. This moment of goodbye, farewell and disappearance is interesting for me, as I watch a part of my own
country’s past and the past of my parents walking away. Vanishing nature of old Ukrainian villages, people still living there
but being out of the system – all this carries a striking beauty
of dying. At the same time, all these events are considered
daily and rather difficult to notice here and now. Here comes
my strong will to shoot this film with a “documentary”, “candid” camera, in order to record this silent extinction. Amazing film looking of a vanishing Ukrainian village and people’s
faces evokes my wish to comprehend it all, to pay tribute to
it and to make a still picture of it. This is a silent story with all
the feelings and passion hidden to arise only during a crisis.
This is an elegiac tale with silence as one of the main characters covering endless Ukrainian steppes and sleeping in the

eyes and in the faces of the passing generations.
The film plot is linear. It must be shot in full color as a 35
mm movie. The camera movements are kept to a minimum.
The filming style reminds of documentaries with a living person and its inner world on the first place. The outdoor lighting
will be dominating in the motion picture.
The major filming scene is Stepne village located in Sumy
oblast, in the eastern part of Ukraine. Its endless steppes, village yards and houses, as well as real villagers will play an important role in the film. We also plan to engage professional
actors in it.
The film’s characters will speak Ukrainian and its local
dialect.
The original clean sound will be one of the major components of the film.
In order to implement the project, we need to organize
a field trip with an opportunity for the filming crew to leave
near Stepnoe village.
We also plan set constructions and partial use of existing
objects.
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Maryna Vroda
Director

Maryna Vroda graduated in 2007 from the Kiev National University of
Theatre, Cinematography and Television with a specialisation in Feature
Film Direction. She participated in workshops by Mikhail Illenko and Valery
Sivak and following her graduation had the chance to work with Sergei
Loznitsa on his film My Joy (2010) . In 2008, her student shorts The Oath
(2007) and The Rain (2007) were screened at international film festivals in
Eastern and Western Europe. Her latest short, Cross, won the Palme d’Or
for shorts at the 2011 Cannes Film festival and was screened at the 2011
International Film Festival Rotterdam.
Filmography
Short films
2011 Cross-country
20062009  Family portrait
2007 The Oath
2007 The Rain
2003 Forgive
2010 Three days in October
97’00”, HD Featured film for TV “Russia”
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Kirill Shuvalov
Production Designer

Kirill Shuvalov graduated in 2000 from The Saint Petersburg State Art and
Industry Academy named by Vera Mukhina. Kirill has been working in the film
industry since 2005. He worked as a production designer in films directed by
Sergei Loznitsa, Bakur Bakuradze, Aleksei Mizgiryov.
Filmography
2012 Konvoy
directered by Aleksey Mizgirev
Berlinale 2012 Panorama section
In The Fog
directed by Sergey Loznitsa
selected to compete for the Palme d’Or Cannes Film Festival
2011 Hunter
directed by Bakur Bakuradze
programm Un Certain Regard Cannes Film Festival
2010 My Joy
directed by Sergey Loznitsa
selected to compete for the Palme d’Or Cannes Film Festival
2008 Shultes
directed by Bakur Bakuradze
Quinzaine des realisateurs Cannes Film Festival
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Igor Savychenko
Producer

Since 1999 we have done projects for Discovery channel, The History channel, Viasat, Teleclub, Star channel, Domashniy, Novy channel, Inter channel, TRK
Ukraine, STB, M1, First Georgian channel, ARD/ZDF Olympic Games in Beijing 2008.
Also we have been involved in some international featured film projects as
Ukrainian production studio. For example: The Match (2011 Russia/Ukraine) Import/Export (2007 Austria/France/Germany), The debt (2007 – Israel), Rusuli samkudhedi (2007- Georgia), The second front (2005 – USA/Russia), Contact (2003 –
Russia), Barbarian: The Last Great Warrior King (2003 – USA /Australia). PRONTO
FILM has experience of shooting in USA, Argentina, Chile, India, China, Egypt, Turkey, Israel, Russia and of course in Ukraine.
Filmography
2013 The Green Jacket
feature film by Volodymyr Tykhyy (in production), producer

The First Step In The Clouds
short film by Alina Gorlova, producer
The Hotel “After Two Hares”
sitcom by Kyrylo Bin and Volodymyr Tykhyy,
producer, co-writer
Ukraine, Goodbye!
almanac of 26 short films, producer
Graphoman`s Stories
feature film by Oleg Filipenko, producer, co-writer
The Match
feature film by Andrey Malyukov, line producer

The Guide
feature film by Oles’ Sanin (in production) , producer

2011 Angels Of War
4 series by Tetyana Hodakivska, line producer

Brothers. The Final Confession
feature film by Viktoria Trofimenko (in production), producer

2009 Cinderella With Trailler
TV series by Volodymyr Dostchuk, co-writer

Not Less Than 50 Kg
short film by Maryna Artemenko, producer
Alcoholic
short film by Yulia Gontaruk, producer
Khasym
4 series by Leonid Belozorovich, line producer
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2012 Commemoration
short film by Iryna Tsilyk, producer

2008 My Little Daughter
TV movie by Volodymyr Tykhyy, co-producer
Money For Daughter
TV Movie by Zaza Buadze, line producer
2007 Indi
featured film by Oleksandr Kirienko
(best Performance by an Actress in a Leading Role
on MTV Russia awards, 2008; best Performance
by an Actor in a Leading Role on Kino-Yalta, 2007),
unit production manager
2004 Five Stars
TV series by Valeriy Konovalov
(nomination as the best detective series
on Detective fest, Moscow), line producer

The Showbez
TV Series by Semen Gorov, producer, co-writer
2008 The Buttom
TV movie by Volodymyr Tykhyy
(best writing on International TV Festival in Bar,
Montenegro, 2008), co-producer
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